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Senate approves S.owinski's cabinet choices
by Dana Menk
News editor

The student senate confirmed the
appointments of three students to the
cabinet of student body President
J ol:m Sowinski Tuesday.
The senate upheld Sowinski's appointments of Carlos Payas to the
position of executive adviser. Payas,
formerly a student senator, was chairman of the Elections and Appointments committee.

John Gill, also a former student
senator1 will hold the position of lobby annex director. Gill has previous
experience in lobbying on the state
· level.
George McGowan will take over the
office of student comptroller.
McGowan, a junior in accounting, has
no previous experience in Student
Government at UCF, but his
knowledge of accounting qualifies
him for the position, according to'
Sowinski.

Sowinski assun:id the senate that all
In his letter of resignation James
three students are capable of carrying stated that the most important thing
out the objectives and goals of Stu- he learned while working in Student
dent Governme·nt.
Government was that students do
He said he is taking time and make a difference.
James, who ran against Sowinski in
carefully reviewing the applicants, in
order to develop a qualified and the student body presidential elecknowledgeable Student Government. tions, was elected Chairman of the
In other Student Government ac- Year by Student Government for the
83-84 school year.
tion:
Another student senator, Mercedes
Stuart James, a student senator
from the College of Arts & Sciences, Sosa, from the engineering college,
resigned from the senate last month.
resigned from the senate Tuesday.

Sowinski
issues soc·
guidelines ·

Lady Knights
sign players;
receive honors
by. Mike Rhodes
Future staff

by Dana Menk
News editor

Student body President
John Sowinski issued an executive order Tuesday to
make the GPA requirement
for office holders at area campuses consistent with the
main campus requirement of
a minimum 2.0 GPA.
The executive order is only
temporary until the situation
can be investigated, according to Sowinski.
He said the order does not
suspend any current charter
or approve any proposed
charter.
During · this school year
there has been some conflict
over the GPA requirement for
South Orlando Campus office
holders. The judicial council
ruled in favor of an · SOC
charter containing a 2.5 GPA
minimum. Another copy of
the charter showed a 2.0 GPA
requirement.
Sowinski also reinstated
the chairman of SOC Student
G~vernment, Rob Rotter,
who was removed from office
following the judicial council
ruling.

Lady Knights head coach
Joe Sanchez announced
Wednesday the signings of
nine _players to letters uf intent to play basketball at
UCF. Three of the signees are
high school All-Americans,
and three others come from
the Orlando area.
Most of the players were
highly sought after by Division I schqols; notably Chiquita Miller, a forward from
Cairo, Ga., who was being
recruited by the University of
Georgia. Miller is 5 feet, 11 inches tall, and was all' all-state
pie~. Another forward, AllA m eri can Terry Wendt,
finished her . high school
career with 2,135 points, making her a .big prospect for th~
Lady Knights after losing
Dorine Van Tongeren to
graduation.
Sanchez also signed AllAmerican Cristy Burns, a 5
~ foot 10 irich tall forward, from
~Pueblo, Co., and DeAnn
:§ Craft, and All-American
§ junior college player from
9reat Bend, Kansas.
Reflectio~s
Fayetta Robinson, an AllThe reflection of construction in the windows of the Administration Building seem to create state player from Oviedo
High School, will add
the i~age that a new wave library is being constructed on campus.
strength inside for the
women. She is a 6 feet 2 inch
tall center. Also signing from
the Orlando area were Lyman
trying to determine if anyone
He said Colbourn wrote a with Colbourn that it was an High School's Kim Goroum,
else was involved in the inci- letter to Barbara Newell, act of poor judgment and was and Valerie Roessler from
chancellor of the state univer- inappropriate. Tubbs said a Seminole Community Colclent.
A former senator, Stuart sity system, to inform her of formal banquet is not the lege.
The other two women to
James, had 'knowledge of the university's inquiry into place for strippers.
Halbert's intentions to hire the incident.
He said, "Parents and sign were Sabrina Tussey, an
the person but did not try to
Colbourn said he does not university representatives at- All-state guard from South
dissuade him, according to believe the incident will affect tended the banquet. The Williamson, Ky., and
Dr. LeVester Tubbs, vice the BOR's appointment of representative from the Cam- Kathlynn Eshoo, an.All-state
guard from Niles High School
president for Student Affairs. James, but he said personally pus Ministry walked out.''
Brown said: "I don't think in Chicago.
The Board of Regents he would not have appointed
Coach Sanchez was named
recently appointed James as James to an ethics committee there was any violation of the
the student regent to a com- considering his involvement student code. I would be sur- the Oustanding College
prised if any disciplinary ac- Coach of the. Year by the
mittee on student ethics.
in the affair.
Tubbs said the university is
Colbol,!rn said the incident tion comes out of this Orlando Amatuer Athletic
Association at a banquet
concerned that there is no was in poor taste and em- inquiry."
He said the position of Stu- Tuesday. This award comes
policy for the BOR to clear its barassing to the women at the
appointments of students banquet.
Inquiry, page 4
Knights, pag'e 4
Brown and Tubbs agreed
With the universit~.

of progress

Stripper at SG banquet leads to ·il1quiry
by Dana M_enk
News editor

Student Affairs is looking
into the rriatter of a male
stripper who was hired to perform at the Student Government banquet last month, according to Dr. C.W. Brown,
dean of students.
Brown said Stan Halbert,
former student body vice
president, told President
Trevor Colbourn he was
responsible for' · hiring the
stripper to perform for
several female members of
Student
Government.
However, Student Affairs ·is

/

Page 2
A Took at
people, places
and events

Friday's briefing
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News beat
UCF conducts review of W anielista
The University of Central Florida is conducting a routine
formal review of Dr. Martin Wanielista, chairman of the Civil
Engineering and Environmental Sciences Department.
Employees and students are asked to provide information concerning Dr. Wanielista' s performance as chairman over the
past five years. Specific areas of interest include:
1) Leadership qualities
. 2) 'Management of resources
3) Administrative skills
4) Service to the university and community
5) Creative activities including research
Your comments in tliose areas in which you have had contact
with Dr. Wanielista will be greatly appreciated. Dr. Wanielista
h1is waived the right of access to all responses. You can be
assured that the review pl:J.nel consisting of selected UCF faculty and one student will <maintain the privacy of your com'''.·'-·'''
:3
ments. We hope to complete this part of the evaluating soon so
~
please submit your comments no later than May 23.
~0
Please address your reply to:
ca
r.-.;:..::::::;:;;.;...o:.:.:..~~........;~..........:~...........;;;;~~~........~~~~~~....,,,,,~--~~. =~~-..........;;2,~~·...:-J E
Wanielista Review Committee
Dr. Richard G. Denning
Engineering technology depar.tment .
EN 11-3
That time of year has come again when the hated-love bugs decorate the front of your car by
tqe thousands yet they manage to stay off the endangered species list.
""~'-"· '

· Q)

'Tis the season to get blitzed

Teachers needed to fill vacancies

People in the news

The Foreign & Domestic Te~chers Organization needs
Patricia Bishop, a UCF
teacher applicants in all fields from kindergarten through college to fill teaching vacancies at home and abroad. More than associate engineering pro250 teachers are needed, according to John P. McAndrew, fessor was recently awarded
president of the organization. Graduating students can obtain the 1984 Young Engineer of
more information by writing the National Teacher's Placement the Year. She was selected by
Agency, Universal Teachers, Box 5231, Portland, Ore. 97208. the National Society of Profes sional Engineers from
among 42 state nominees.
Bishop, 34, graduated in 1971
Coed floor hockey _b~gins season
from UCF, then called FTU.
·coed Floor Hockey will begin its second season on May 21 in
Kappa Delta Pi, an internathe gymnasium. The games which are open to all students,
faculty and staff will be played at 5 p.m. and 6 p.m. Monday tional honor society in educathrough Thursday. Entry deadline is Thursday. Fo:r more tion, elected Marcella Kysilka
details call 275-2408.
as the president for 1986-88.
Kysilka, director ~f educaPoetry contest open to Floridians
tional research, was chosen at
the society's 34th convocaAnhinga Press announces its 1984 Florida Poetry Chapbook tion in Montreal. She will
Award. The contest ·is open to all Florida residents. serve as president-elect for
Manuscripts should be between 24 and 32 pages in length and
accompanied by a $5 reading fee. The contest deadline is June
1, 1984. For more information call Rick Campbell or Steve
Sheridan at 904-644-1248 or write to Anhinga Press, 406
Williams Building, FSU, Tallahassee, Fla. 32306.

•••

the 1984-86 term.

•••

The math department faculty awarded David Van
Brackle with its first $100
scholarship fyom a fund set
up to honor Maria Hernandez.
a l981 math graduate who
died in an auto acident in
1982. Van Brackle, who
graduated this spring with a
3.96 GPA, majored in math,
statistics and computer
science.

•••

Four students received
awards at the Future's banquet last Sunday for their
contributions in producing
the newspaper. Richard Brun-

son received the Editor of the
Year award for his work as
news editor. Wayne Starr was
chosen Editorial Staffer of
the Year; Phil Storey received
the Manager of the Year award, and Linda Glaeser was
chosen Business Staffer of
the Year.

•••

People in the news is a column devoted to the recogniti o_ n
of awards and
acheivements by UCF's
students, staff and faculty.
Contributions should be
typed, double-spaced on a
60-space line and submitted
one week before publication.

Campus close-up

•••
Partying can help your
career-When recent graduates
of the University of Texas
were asked -what college activity is most helpful to a stu-dent's career, their most frequent answer was partying.
It seems social activities are
best for making future contacts, according to the
Universjty of Texas Counseling Center.

ARTS seeks talented students

The Arts Recognition and Talent Search, ARTS, is looking
for high school seniors, or other 17- and 18-year-olds, with exceptional talent in dance, music, theater, visual arts and
Poster lacks supporters-At
writing. Cash awards totaling $400,000 are avaiiable to
recognize and support aspiring artists. Deadline for regular Brigham Young University a
registration, including· a $20 fee, is May 15. Call David Polin- student candidate's poster
chock at the Council of Arts & Sciences for details, 843-2787. was deemed inappropriate by
university officials. The
poster contained a picture of
Voter registratiofr underwaypeople dressed like Boy
The deadline for registering for the fall primary elections is George and the Culture Club.
Restoring
''Gay
August 4. In order to vote in the November general election, Officials said the band pro- Liheration''-The George
residents must register by October 6. To be eligible to register, motes homosexuality and Segal sculpture, "Gay Liberaa person must be an American citizen, at least 17 years and 6 transvestism.
tion" has been repaired and
months old on the day of registration, and have proof of
will be reinstalled at St'a nford
residency in Orange County. For more information call Betty
University. · C::impus police
Carter, supervisor of election~, at 420-3451.
A link to the campus-A continue to search for the
human art project to link peo- vandals.
ple around the campus of the
YMCA hosts 5 km, open house
University of Oklahoma
East-w,ing government
A 5 km road race will be held at the Winter Park YMCA would take 1, 7 00 par- rules Iguania-Dorm students
Saturday at 8 a.m. The proceeds will help send disadvantaged ticipants. Two art students at at th~ University of Arizona
children to YMCA summer day camp. After the race, there will the university, who got the seceded from -the Union to
be an open house with swimming, prizes and a break dance number-needed estimate from form a separate country, the
contest. Pick up registration forms at the Winter Park YMCA, the physical plant, ·hope to nation of Iguania. The 32
Track Shack, Barnett Banks and WKIS. There is a $6 advance have enough volunteers for members on the east wing of
fee or $8 on race day. For details call John Huebner, 644-1509. the lifeline.
Yavapai Hall's third floor

formed the nation in order to
better life in the dorm, according to Phil Sm!th, leader of
lguania. He said they have a
declaration of independence, a
constitution, a state political
party, , a church, a flag and a
king. Everyone is guaranteed
a job in the government
which eliminates unemployment, Smith said.

•••

•••

•••

Higher morals needed-The
Florida Board of Regents
adopted a resolution to call
for higher morals on Florida
campuses. The decision
followed a reported gang rape
at the University of Florida
an<l charges that University
of South · FLorida's band
director was fired from his
previous job for sexual
harassment.
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Some places ask you abo ut your education,
special trai ning ... eve n your age . Al the
Red Cross we ask if you want to he lp others.
Say yes. Be a Red Cross volrnteer.

We' ll help. Will you?
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The ship has docked
.a nd now the deck
at Louis Motorcars
is loaded with subarus.
__Buy yours now before
~::~~
the selection
is pirated away.

American
Red.Croes

STYLE EYES

Nice Selection
of Colors

FASHION SUNGLASSES
AT FABULOUS PRICES FROM
OPTICAL OUTLETS

I. I 1!A4/·IJ~·
s25

PORSCHE DESIGN
Starting at

s79

Production POUILLOUX - PARIS

The official sunglasses
of the 1984
Summer Olympics

Aviator style

s2s

Louis Motorcars
continues with
its tradition

LO u. I. s
MOTORCARS

s44

of competitive
prices.

Wings

Your best buy in sight. · S

SUBARU

CARREM

43

Optical Outlets

Orlando
Factory Outlet Mall
5401 West Oak Ridge Road

6363 E. COLONIAL DR.

305-351-5745

PH. 277·7220

DEPARTMENT ·o F THE NAVY
ENGINEERING PROGRAMS
4070 BOULEVARD CENTER DR.
JACKSONVILLE, FL. 32207
1-800-342-7180 -

Dear Student:
As the date of your graduation approaches, you will be considering numerous career employment opportunities. The job you are seeking should be a meaningful and personally challenging position. Today's Navy
can offer exceptional challenges and rewards to individuals interested in Nuclear Engineering and Propulsion.
If qualified, you will be eligible for the following:

1. The finest nuclear engineering training program offered in the world, emphasizing Theory and Plant Operation.
2. A $6,000 bonus.
3. A Sl ,000 per mounth retainer during your Junior and Senior years.
4. A starting salary of 524,500 annually.
The qualifications required for this most competitive program in Nuclear Engineering are as follows:
1. Must be age 27 or less at time of graduation from an accredited four year college with a 3.2 G.P.A.
2. Must have a minimum of one year of calculus and physics (calculus based) with·a "B" average in all
courses.
3. Must carry a 3.5 cumulative G.P.A. or better, if more than 12 months from graduation, with a "B" average or
better in all technical/science courses.
4. Must be a U.S. citizen, with a correctable 20/20 vision and color perception.
If this unique challenge interests you, and you would like more information, call our toll-free number

for an appointment.

·

CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-342·7108
NAVY OFFICERS GET RESPONSIBILITY FAST
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Virginia tries to control noise level of campus preachers
CHARLOTTESVILLE,
VA
(CPS)-University of Virginia administrators, hoping to tone down the
disruptions caused by traveling
evangelists who preach in the middle
of campus, are making changes to try
to keep the noise down.
Under a new interpretation of an
old rule, adopted by the University
Scheduling Committee, on-campus
preachers and other speakers can
carry on now only on a certain part of
The Lawn, the large park-like area in
the middle of the campus.
In 1981, the U.S. Supreme Court
ruled Princeton, a private university,
had the right to keep certain nonuniversity people off its campus. But
Virginia, of course, is. a publ~c school.

tion was "the precipitating incident." speaker who sermonizes on the wrong
"A number of professors near that part of campus, the group itself may
spot were disturbed in their offices,'' be subject to disciplinary action.
Tolbert disagrees the regulation
Beliles points out. "They couldn't
concentrate, couldn't counsel with may limit preachers' rights to free
students, or do research. We unders- speech, pointing out the evangelists
tand. We didn't want that to are free to speak el sew here on the
campus.
happen.''
''The university wants its grounds
Beliles says his group is happy to
open," he says. "This adds life,
comply with the new guidelines.
But many of the best-known and flavor, activity to the grounds. But
most disruptive of the traveling some activities are directed to locaevangelists-preachers like Brother tions that won't create problems."
Jed Smock often try to make their
It has to be realized that some
points by provoking students with accusations of being "sluts" and policing is in order when dealing with
"devils" -are not associated with any the speaker bans, Jordan Kurland, of
the American Association of U nivercampus groups.
If a student group sponsors a sity Professors said.

At least some of the people affected
by the new rule, however, do not seem
to mind it.
"I don't believe in absolute free
speech," says Mark Beliles, director
of Marantha Ministries in Charlottesville.
In late February, a student
preacher associated with the Marantha group refused to comply with a
professor's request to lower his voice
because he was disturbing people in
the surrounding classrooms and offices.
Though the new segregation rule
was a reaction "to the overall situation, '' according to Professor Charles
Tolbert of the University Scheduling
Committee, the Marantha confronta-

Inquiry-from page 1

When you're in a tight spot,
good.friends will help you out.

dent Affairs is just to provide
information to the BOR.
''It is more common for us to
be working for the student's
appointment," Brown said.
He said the inquiry is not a
matter of judging character
as much as determining the
ability of a student to serve
on a committee.
Brown said that the university is mainly concerned with
having some opportunity to
recommend or disapprove of
any appointments of university students by the Board.

Knights- from page 1
after one of Sanchez's best
years at UCF, leading the
Lady Knights to their third
straight conference championship and third straight
trip to the Division II national tournament. Sanche?
also earned All-American
Coach hon ors fr om the
American Women's Sports
F eder ation and Regional
Coach of the Year.
Van Tongeren was also
honored at the banquet. She
was named the Oustanding
Female College Basketball
Player of the Year, in addition
to being named a third team
All-American by the AWSF
and .a first team regional
player.
Karen Harvey was an
honorable mention choice
from the AWSF and was also
named to the first team for
the region. Harvey, like Van
Tongeren, was lost to graduation.
YOU ARE LOOKING AT
AN ABUSED CHILD.
\\h·1.1you !Jllll vd in l \\'<>hl >Urs ;1go. \'OU didn't
h;1n · thi s prrilik-rn . :\ nd " ·it h ;1pit r ty j L;st sta r ting,
til t' l;1st thill ,l.( \ ' l1LI \ \'; lllt l' d I<> dt> \\·;i:-;
\\ ;tit <1r< >u 11cl ;11H>t lw r t ,1,·c1 li rn 1rs.
\l'i tlil· 1 di d tl lL' n ·s t Clft lw gu\·s.
S<l \\'lit·11t i ll'~· () fkn ·cl to gin · ym1
<1 lift. th;1t 's L ' :\; 1t · t l ~· \\' l];Jt l hc.·y did .
prnrn 1g 11ot c>1 ily th;1t tl1 <.·y \H 'l l '
ill \..'. ()!lei li;1 p<. h11t tltit l tlll'y
' ' l rv g()()cl f1w1 1 d ~ .
~<> ~ he>\\' t IH'111 \\ h; 1t ;1p1 m·l 1;1t1 c111 is ;il l ;dJ1n1t. 'l(>11i.1. '. ht. lv l it
lit· L iim ·nlJr;iu.
1

,

Most of th e men anu
wome n in pri son touay
were abused as childre n.
Ab u ~cu chiluren often
grow up l o abu )IC thei r
ow n l'. hildren . C hilu
a buse r~ l'.a n be helpcu .
Finu oul how.

LOwenbriiu. Here's to good friends.
1' tl 3 8eE:r Brf'wed 111 l) S A by M1lif,1 Brewing Co Milwaukee WI

HELP DESTROY A FAMILY
TRADITION.WRITE:
•

Na tional Comm1 11 ee to r
Preven tion ol Child Abuse
Box 2866 Chicago Ill 60690

A Public SPrvKP o l Thi s Nt>wS.papPr
& ThP Aclver11ir,ing Cuunul
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AXO chapter to close after 11 years at UCF
by Dana MenJ·
News editor

UCF chapter of Alpha Chi
Omega, which has been on
campus for 11 years, will
close at the end of this summer, according to the AXO
National Council.
All current members are being granted full alumnae
status in AXO. The charter
will be held in abeyance, leav-

Last fall the sorority was president V, and Ellen chapter and its members to
ing open the possibility of
reorganizing the chapter in put on probation when it took Vanden Brink, the national close the chapter.
only seven pledges during for- collegiate vice president,
the future.
The UCF student senate
visited the chapter to talk
The national council said it mal rush.
After the chapter failed to with the members. They later also approved a resolution to
would be difficult for the
chapter to compete with meet the terms of the proba- recommended that it would commend the AXO chapter
sororities that will soon be of- tion, Fran Barford, province be in the best interest of the on campus.
fering housing. It would be~------------------..,--------------
financially impossible for
AXO to build a house considering the chapter's small
numbers, according to the
council.

AUTO INSURANCE
LOW-LOW DOWN PAYMENTS
* EASY MONTHLY PAYMENTS
*

*
*

*
*

* ANY DRIVER
PIP
* ANY VEHICLES
LIABILITY
* MOTORCYCLES
SR-22 (Immediate Filings)
* VANSICKUPS
SUSPENDED LICIENCE
* DWI
SPECIAL RATES FOR SUSPENDED DRIVERS

273·2222

X

Family lnsuranee Corp~ ~
9709 E. Colonial Dr.

Dean

Got your grades? Then get over to CHI-CHI'S Restaurante and flll your
student body with FREE dinner, FREE Margaritas or FREE tangy tortilla
chips, depending on how good you made the grade this term! This
special offer makes CHI-CHI'S a smart Idea for every student! Here's
how It works. If you got:

A

AVERAGE-congratulations, genius! Present your grade printout
and dig into a FRE{: combination dinner, compliments of CHI-CHI'S.

B AVERAGE-Celebrate with a friend! Present your grade printout,
Alafaya

buy a meal and get any FREE meal of up to equal value.

C AVERAGE-Present your grade printout for one FREE Margarita.

Raise a salty-rimmed toast to all the former C·average students who are
now millionairesL (Proper 10 requiredl

c:f=>'b\\\\

D ~VERAGE-No need to prese.n t yo1Jr printout we trust you. come

_-

drag your knuckles through FREE tortilla chips, and enjoy unlimited
FREE consolation from our very understanding servers!

Don't miss this special Offer on top-grade Mexican food and drink,
provided FREE in honor of Your academic achievements.
.

WHISPERWOOD II

This otter vallCl through May 31, 1984. Not to be useCl In combination or
tlon with any other promotion or discount.

CHI-CHI'S

A CONDOMINUM

In conJunc·

CHI-CHI'S

655 Maguire Blvd.

7 44 7 South Orange Blossom Trail

Orlando, Florida 32803

Orlando, Florida 32809

WE'RE HARD TO FIND
New Pre-Construction Prices From

42,900

5_o/o Do'Wll.
No Closing
Costs. ·
All appliances including washer & dryer 2
Bedroom, 2 Bath, Pool, Jacuzzi, Gazebo,
Recreation Area.
Hours: Daily 9-6 Weekends 10·4.
Our Of The Highway Location Makes
For A Unique Atmosphere In Winter Park. Secluded
Quite, Peaceful.

WE'RE
HARD TO
FIND, SO
CALL FIRST
\If

I
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7300 SWALLOW RUN
WINTER PARK

677·5947

Didn't you kno_w that if you're a senior with t}:le promise of a $10,000
career-oriented job, you could have the American Express" Card?
Where have you been? .
Asleep?
·
Because for some time American Express has been saying that we believe
in your future. But eveµ more than that. We believe in you now. And we've
been proving it. A $10,000 job. That's it. No strings. No gimmicks. And this
offer is e\·en good for 12 months after you graduate.
But why do you need the American Express Card now? First of all, it's a
good way to begin to establish your credit history. And you know that's
important. Of course, the Card is also good for vacation travel, as well a?
for shopping for things like a new stereo or furniture. And because the Card
is recognized and welcomed worldwide, I "':--- so are you.
So call 800-528-8000 for a Special
Student Application or look for one at
your college bookstore or on your
campus bulletin boards.
The American Express Card. Don't
leave school without it:M

Look for an applicatio~ on campus.
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Goodman
Payton
Associates
Inc.

',

FOX HUNT LANES
A Townhome Community

YOUR "Home Away From Home"

A Tremendous
Investment
Opportunity

/.- .

~

/ .

'

">: /

-----~ STOP PAYING RENT FOR. JOHNNY

_IB
'· IJ_,.

. Let Johnny help BUY a Townhome.
Invest $500.00 to reserve your Townhome NOW!

GDVH.fD
ED !\l H

11 ·- ~" ,.

-

1'- a"
lc'-0" S.C,. ...17.

IJl\EAI

FROM
~ODM

I+'·!"" 17'-~·
r-1
I I

I

52,900

Owner/Occupant financing.from 5 %
Investor financing from 10% available

121-4

l__J~KYLT .

. Let Liz or Debbie show
you our neat floor plan.

tHUDM l'i.
I? ' - 4' • II'-

T

SALES OFFICE
OPEN

F L D0 R

[B
REALTOR•

506 E. Colonial Dr.
Orlando, FL 32803
Post Office Box 4787
Winter Park, FL 32793
(305) 422-1111

91;)
I

~

i<'>

I

l 0 F1

'

,

l'l.'-1"• 11'-0"

I

I
I

o•

f I R S1

c

'MA 5 T [ l
H DU DWI

Call (305) 282·4393
or 422·1111 after hours.

1-~~l?-/4~"1~10~·-~~·~31-1

Rental Information Available

. .o .
s E c Dw·o FL D 0 R

Jog or ride your bike to school •
we're only 1.2 miles from the UCF entrance!

't&
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Opinion

LOOK AT

THE ISSUES

OF THE DAY

Compromise challenges
one to assess values
As I begin my tenure as editor, I find myself faced with
an almost impossible task of learning the art of compromise. Although formally holding this position for only
a few weeks now, I have already found that this fateful
art might be a necessary asset to maintain some measure
of sanity.
We are brought up to believe, and hold t~e, certain
principles. Maybe it is my youth that keeps me believing
in them. I believe in God, the basic good of all people, and
the consititution. Call me silly, but I even believe in the
American dream of a house with a white picket fence and
all that other junk. Essentially, I believe that anyone can
become anything they want, if they work hard enough.
But a major conflict ai::ises when it· becomes obvious to
me that I will sometimes have to compromise my values
to reach my goals.
Success is a phenomenon that infects everyone's life at
one time or another, and the need for it makes us all do
some pretty weird things. Take for example Fritzie Mondale: He accepts campaign money from criminals (AFLCI 0 ), and has the nerve to. even utter the mega-cliche,
"where's the beef." Mr. Mondale cannot seriously want ·
to. do any of those things, but being a politician, he
realizes that to reach his goals, he must, at times, compromise.
I
told that the answer to the problem is compromising only to the.poi.nt of being able to live with your eventual decision. Words like "negotiate" and phrases like
"give and take" ar~ popular terminology used to mean
compromise . But as a principled young buck, the words
mean little or nothing t o me. ·
I find though, that the world just does not always
operate the way I want it t o. So, I have much to learn.

am

Mike Rhodes
Editor in Chief

How far have we come?
Someday there will no need for governments or polit ics.
, Only on ·that day will men and women be able to gather
together to compete, not to the glory of 'their countries,
but to the glory of man.
The Olympics began as an event in which governments
set all petty differences aside, and stopped·all wars, simply to compete. The tradition began in 776 B.C. and
demonstrated tremendous humanity. That's quite an accomplishment for persons who we considered primitive.
It makes one wonder how far we have really come in
3,000 years.
Mike Rhodes
Editor in Chief
For every folly of their princes, the Greeks feel the lash.
·
Horace
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SIInlllons

Simmonsolio strikes again
beginning the crusade for civil rights, and forming the North Atlantic Treaty Organization
were just a few of his accomplishments.
Looking back at his· impressive record, it
makes me wish that Mr. Tru~an had been
born about 40 years later than he was-we
could use a man like him in the White House
in 1984.
HAPPY BIRTHDAY HARRY -This week
COMMIE'S CAN'T COME- Strange as it
saw the celebration of Harry S Truman's may sound, I, Roger Simmons, news hound
· lOOth birthday. Truman was tlie last of the on the prowl, was probably the last person on
truly great presidents and possibly the last Earth to hear that the Russians weren't goone that truly reflected his constituency.
ing to compete in the Los Angeles Olympics.
'rheir excuse for not coming-citing poor
Truman did.not attend college, nor was he a · security for their athletes-is as flimsy as a
millionaire, as were most of his successors. · worn bubble glim card in a class 5 huricane.
Truman was an obscure senator from The ~ussians won't pJay because we wouldn't
Missouri when Franklin Roosevelt chose him play with them when they went over to
as his running mate. When Roosevelt died, Afghanistan and made that country play
average American Truman was forced into their game.
the job of running the greatest country on
BEST OF THE REST-Libya's Col.
earth.
Moammar Khadafy, the world's number one
He was faced with possibly tougher deci- terrorism backer, escaped another -coup atsions than any president before him I)ropping tempt th.is week. One of these- days he will not
the atomic bombs on Japan, halting com- be so lucky and the world will be able to
munism, desegregating the armed forces and breathe a lot easier.
Let's play a game. What do these topics
have in common? The lOOth birthday of a
former president; the R~ssians boycotting
the Los Angeles Summer Olympics; and an
unsuccessful coup against Libya's Col.
Moammar Khadafy? Give up? Simmonsolio
of course!

guest coininentary

rocky haag

Liberal mentality must be transcended
While participating in the
Organization of American
States simulation at New College, Sarasota, I had an opportunity to talk with a Honduran diplomat. I waited ·for a
brief respite. Responding to
my question of the "people's
p~adise" of Nicaragua, he
said, "Nicaragua's revolution
was raped. The black whip
ffascisim] was supplanted by
the red whip [communism]."
Feinting a liberal, I inquired
about the vacillations of the
U.S. Congress. He replied,
" We are not South Vietnam.
America does not have
geography on her side this
time! ' ' I will never forget the
conviction showing in his
eyes.
In 1975 military, economic
and humanitarian aid . to
South Vietnam and Cambodia was slashed 7 5 percent
by Congress. Eventually, all
support was cut off due to the
~fforts of men such as Senator
George McGovern. When
word of the communist

Letter Policy
Letters to editor must by delivered
to the Future editorial gffice- by 5
p.m. on the Monday Lefore publica·
tion. Letters must be typed on a
60·space line and should not be more
than 250 words in length . All letters
must be signed with the · author's
phoRe. number to be considered for
publication. Under certain cir·
cumstances, writers' names will be
witheld upon request. All letters are
subject tg editing.
Some letters may be disignated as
guest editorials at the editor's descrition, with the permission of the
writer. All submitted matie rial
becomes the copyrighted property of
th e Future news paper.

e:I

Associated
Collegiate

Press
All American

massacre in Cambodia leaked
out, McGovern said, "It is inhuman for the slaughter to be
allowed to continue.'' -In
another burst of piety he said,
"An. international force
should invade and stop the
holocaust." However, it was
too late. While America
feasted upon bicentennial
turkey, Cambodia n communists killed t wo million
people to t he god of MarxistLeninism.
The
revolution
in
Nicaragua, while presently
less bloody, still pdrtrays the
sociocultural changes which
shook Cambodia. For example, former Sandinista war
hero Eden Pastora recently
said, " What frightens me is
totalitarianism. When Marxism is applied Soviet-style,
you transpolarize . solutions,
philosophy and doctrine.'' In
other words, Nicaraguan
fascism has been replaced by
Soviet-style communism,
which, in the long run, will be
, far more tyrannical than

Samoza.
Persons suc h as UCF
political science professor Dr.
Morales disagree. I notice,
however, that her fascination
with revolution is from a 'comfortable distance. The people
of Nicaragua do not have that
luxury. Similar to the intellectuals who travell~d to Soviet
Russia in the 1920 's, Dr.
Morales is gullible to revolutionary facade. I await her
version of The God That Failed. The learning curve of ·
liberals can be expensive.
There is a finite nurµber of
countries which can fall to
communism.
If human rights are to
develop, the capitulating
mentality of liberals, such as
Senator McGovern and Dr.
Morales, must be trasnscended. The logical foreign policy
·which should be followed will
require awesome dedication.
If the United States allows
communism to expand, it will
be a result of a lack of spirit,
not means.
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Girt Friday
O~ER 25 YEARS

IN BUSINESS

David E. Hankins, O.D.
(UCF, 1977')

Eye Care•Contact Lenses

TEMPORARY/PE RMAN E N T
PERSONNEL
SKILLED DEPENDABl..E

• New tinted soft c0ntact lenses
• Soft contacts for astigmatism
• Extended wear lenses
Introductory 15 ~/odiscount on all services
and materials to UCF students,faculty,
and staff

l O min. from UCF a t corner
of Red Bug and Tuscawilla Rds.

• SECRET ARI AL.
• ~Y P IS TS - CLERKS
· 300f\KEE PE RS
TO THE
APPLICANT

• KEY PUNCH
· CA LCULA TO R
1820 N. ORANGE AV .

SERVING ORANGE &
SEMINOLE COU tH IES

I 898 • 3241:J:

Red Bug

Chapmanl ·
Rd.

UCF

Student Rate :
50 .cents per line

Alafaya Trail ·o viedo

for sale

for rent

typists

'Bl Ford FlOO, white, 6 cyl., 4
speed OD., white fiber · topper,
undercoated, AM/FM cass.,
$5500, call Marshall ex.2471 or
evenings 894-9575.

New apt. complex across from
UCF. 2bdrm/2bth townhouse,
spacious living room and kitchen.
All new appliances. Quiet and immediate. Free rent until June l with
lease. $400 pJus last month. Call
365-6625.

GRADUATION SPECIAL

Is it true you can buy s~rplus jeeps
for S44? Get the facts today! Hurry!
Call (312) 742-1142 ext. 689.

Yamaha RD 400, '77, 5700 mi.
exel. cond. Must sell. 5850 O.B.O.
365-8143.

Furnished room for rent off of Dean
.Rd. Util pd. Cable extra. Kitch. and
.laund. priv. Private home $225/mo.
Avail. immediately. 275-1759.

SOCIAL CHANGE JOBS. Professional
positions with Public Interest
Groups (PIRGs) available nationwide. Work on environmental/
social justice/ arms control issues.
Send resume to: Janet Domenitz/
PIRGs/ 37 Temple Place/ Boston,
MA 02lll. (617) 423-1796. Summer jobs also.
Need P<Jrt time babysitter to care
for adorable baby girl. Flexible
hours. Call 282-6465 S.E. Orlando.
COMM. SALESPERSON WANTED for
sale of theatrical supplies, lighting,
rentals and sets. Southern Scenic
& Theater Supply. 9-5. ~25-_5787.
Phone Solicitor with potential for
sales with established firm. Call
644-8089.
GOVERNMENT JOBS
516,559-50 ,553/year.
Now hiring. Your area.
Call 1-805-687-6000 ext. R-4628.

510.00
A professionally typed resume
can make a difference; your
choice of white or ivory paper, '
black, brown, blue Ink. We can put
a package together to suit your
needs. Call Pat a t Hard Copy Typing and Word Processing Service.
277-6930.

~oQmmate
NONSMOKER, neat, professional
student. 5135/mo. plus 1/2 utilities.
Call Torre at 275-2430 to leave
message.
Female needed to share 2bdrm,
2bth apt. with same. 5187/mo. plus
. util. 5 mi. from UCF. Call Shelley
657-0912.

South 15A area.·Females to share
3bdrm. 1 and 1/2 bth .house.
Nonsmoker. $165/mo. plus 1/2 util.
5100 dep. (negotiable). Call
646-5651 or 282-1449..

INDEPENDENT THINKERS
We're seeking highly motivated
men and women anxious to make
it on their own. We provide the
training and the products that can
help you to be highly successful,
right from the start. We're Mutual
of Omaha--a Family of Companies specializing in insurance
and financial services. For full
details on the exciting opportunity
we can offer you, call us at (305)
843-0441 . Internship program for
Juniors and Seniors. E.O.C. M/F.
Wanted baseball cards, all years,
and pre-1964 silver coins. Call
331-7861.

NEED A REPORT TYPED?
My full-time service offers accurate speedy & professional
results using state-of-the-art word
processing equipment. Term
papers, reports, resumes, cover
letters, etc. 3 miles from UCF. Pick
up and delivery available to campus. Call Pat at Hard Copy Typing
and Word Processing Service.
277-6930.
TYPING-Only .75/double spaced
page. Neat. Accurate. Call Judy,
273-5298 .
PROFESSIONAL TYPING: term
papers, reports, resumes, compositions, etc. Competitive rates.
Call Kathy McCormack at
275-7015.
Morey and Co.
Word Processing
Dommerich Hills
Call Barbara at 644-6801 .
AUTHORS IN SEARCH of an experienced manuscript' typist! Call
Bea at 678-1386. uterary editing
available.

FAST PROFESSIONAL TYPING
Guaranteed 100% accuracy. Expert c orrection of spelling, g rammar punctuation. Term papers,
thesis, dissertations, research
papers, resumes, cover letters and
typing. All work prepared on Word
Procesors for error free neatness.
We have IBM Displaywriter, IBM
Mag Card, and A.B. Dick Magna SL
Word Processors. SUPPORT YOUR
COLLEGE-We have 10 employees
for fast service-All are former or
current UCF students. One Day
Service Available- 671-3007.
EXPERT TYPING: 24 yrs. exp. Fulltime. Term papers, theses, reports,
resumes, etc. Correction of spelling, grammar, punc., and editing
included. Reasonable. Call Bea,
678-1386.

WELCOME

BACK

WORDMASTERS
· "The overnight cure for the term
paper blues"
We can help you get your work
out
ON TIME.
277-3980 (Cali 24 hours)
Rates:
1.50/page-regular
(The best you'll find.)
52.50/page-OVERNIGHT
Both rates include GRAMMAR,
SPELLING and PUNCTUATION
corrections and 6 report
COVER and TITLE PAGE.
Split the cost among the
members of your group!
Our goal is to become UCF's
#1 word processing service.
277-3980 (Call 24 hours)

W o·R D M A S T E R S

RESUMES
Designed/typed-6 71 -300 7.

TYPING, MY HOME. EXPERIENCED.
80 WPM. 51 PER. 8 1/2 BY 11 .
293-09 18.

RESUMES-SS and up. Edited free.
Stored on disc. one year. Call
Judy, 273-5298.

Crawford Typing Service, all kinds.
Call 282-0289.
GIVE TO THE
UNITED NEGRO COLLEGE FUND.

!

GIVE TO THE
AMERICAN
CANCER SOCIETY.

Deadline:
Monday a t 5:00 p .m .

IT'S NOT TOO EARLY

wanted

HOPE
OFlHE
HUNGRY

Free cover letter with resum.e

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICES
Term papers, theses, resumes,
designed and typed. Minor edit.,
correct. of spelling. IBM equip.
Located 1 mi. from campus. Open
7 days a week. Guaranteed quality anq fast turnover. Cali
275-1709.

help wanted

LIVING.

1340 Tuscawilla Rd.
Suite 107
Casselberry, Fl.

CLASS FED

THE
COST
OF

699-4000

><
Tuscawilla

SHARE

services
WE HAVE THE LOWEST AIRFARES
TO EUROPE AND ACR O SS
AMERICA! !
FOR FREE COLOR BROCHURE, WRITE
TO:
CAMPUS TRAVEL-BOX 11387
ST.LOUIS, MO.
63105

ABORTION SERVICES-FREE PREGNANCY TESTS-Low-cost Birth Control Services. Privacy, confidentiality guaranteed. Guest speakers
available. Director is UCF grad.
1240 Hillcrest, 1 block south of Colonial off Mills. 422-0606 or long
distance
call
free
1/800/432-8517 '

CRISIS PREGNANCY CENTER. FREE
pregnancy test. Confidential. Individual counseling. In Ori., 827
Menendez Court, just off .Gore, 2
blocks west of Humana/Lucerne
Hosp. Daily/Sat. am. Cali 425-8989.

ABORTION SERVlcES, birth control
information, pregnancy tests and
counceling. VD screening, low
cost, confidential services.
Central Florida Women's
Health Organization
609 E. Colonial Drive, Orlando
898-0921
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UCF's bureaucracy leaves no one untouched
by Loraine O'Connell
Future staff

It had to happen. I just
knew that somewhere along
the line I would become entangled in the bureaucratic
twine of UCF.
For two years I had been inexplicably lucky. I had worked in the very belly of the Administrative Beast-the Administration Building, second
floor. I had watched as
hapless students, eyes shining with hope and sincerity,
approached with their humble
requests
for
medical
withdrawals, transfer credit
and grade forgiveness (to ~rr
is human; to forgive requires
completion of the appropriate
form.)
I had watched some of them
emerge from the inner sanctums with eyes downcast and
had seen them slink dejectedly out the door. I had watched
others charge out of those inner sanctums, hissing

obscenities as they stomped
past my desk and out the
door, returning to slam it for
good measure. Always, I was
thankful that I had managed
to avoid these skirmishes
with UCF's officialdom.
Then it happened. On
Wednesday, April 18, I arrived at home to find mail from
UCF in the mailbox. I was immediately suspicious. This
was not the usual UCF
envelope with some innocuous missive inside. Instead, the envelope resembled
a grade report, but I knew
that wasn't possible since we
had another week until
graduation, and I still had a
final exam the next night. No,
this was something else. My
sense of alarm was triggered
by the word "Statement" on
the front.
"Statements" are usually
demands for money. But I
had paid for my tuition and
books, plus the health fee, the
parking fee, the reflecting

pond fee, the restroom fee and
every other fee thought up so
far by the administration.
What else could they want
from me? I fumbled the
envelope open and saw what
they wanted was an extra
$84.30. '~Oh my God," I
thought, "they're trying to
pry the athletic fee out of me.
Can't they wait until I return
for grad school?"
' But no, this amount bore an
unhealthy resemblance to tuition. Had I missed something
here, like 15 weeks of a course
I did not know I had
registered for?
Then I remembered. I had
signed up for a typing class to
complete my schedule. I
figured that after concsientiously slogging through journalism courses for two years,
I deserved a nice, relaxing
typing course that I could
"test out of," as the educational jargonauts put it.
However, a few weeks into
the course, the instructor in- .

Who knows what lurks behind the fortress-like walls and
golden windows of the Administration Building.
formed me that, if I was interested, I could also "test
out of" the next highest
course and have that grade,
added to my transcript.
Naturally, I asked the most
pressing question: "Do I have
to pay for this?" "No," he
said, "just fill out the creditby-ex am form at the
registrar's class."
''Sounds good to me,'' I
said. Nothing like a few easy
A's to.inflate the GPA. So I
followed the instructor's
directions, getting the form

signed by all the appropriate
people and returning it for
processing. My mission accomplished, I turned my attention to the three heavyduty courses remaining in my
program.
Bad move. I should have
prepared a statement
no
adguaranteeing
mininis tr a ti ve snafus or
Mess, page 10

Pianist Winston plays
casual jazz. at Bob Carr
Winston next performed
"January Stars" with his
technique of the pedal being
Not even an out-of-tune held down for more than a
piano could put a kink in jazz normal count to create a soft,
pianist George . Winston's bell-like atmosphere which
style as he played before a gave the piece a soft feeling
·small crowd at the Bob Carr '.'Vhich was very calm and
Center For The Performing soothing. after this came
"Cat And Mouse," which
Arts Sunday evening.
The piano was out of tune demonstrated a technique
for the first half of the show, called stride piano, which was
but was tuned during an ex- heavily influenced by jazz
tra long intermission so that pianist Fats Waller. In stride
Winston's soft touch and piano, the left hand "strides"
cascading imp;ressionism between the bass note and the
could be heard the way it was rhythm wlµle the right hand
meant to be heard.
plays the melody. "Cat And
Winston began his concert Mouse" was humorous and
with his work entitled "Col- reflective of the 1930's jazz
ors" from his Autumn album. - piano .
Since its original composiTaking a break from piano
tion, the ending has been playing, Winston switched to
changed somewhat, and the Hohner Special 20 harWinston suggested that the monica, playing ''Hasten to
audience . envision autumn the Wedding, Crawl to the
leaves growing tiny legs and Divorce." At the end of the
running out of an enchanted piece, Winston accurately
forest. The word enchanted created the effect of a freight
fits right in here as the piece train pulling out of town.
was colorful and warm. It was
He switched to a Mexican
also lengthy, playing approx: guitar for "The Desert
imately ten minutes. His next Piece,'' a song influenced by
number was quite a crowd California and New Orleans.
pleaser,
being
Vince Winston called it "CaliforniaGuaraldi's theme from the French wine-gumbo-style
Charlie Brown TV show en- music.''
titled "The Lucy and Linus
Winston also performed a
Theme". This tune is jazzy Halloween carol entitled
and fun and almost im- "Moon," which was taken
mediately the audience broke from the tune of a Japanese
out into a round of applause. music box. "Moon" was by
Breaking in to a complete
Jazz, page 11
musical change of character,
by Ted Barnett
Future staff

Look a little· closer
Photo editor Tim Barto ran into this photogenic squirrel on campus, and the critter decided to
come up for a closer look at his camera. Either that or he always wanted to be in pictures.

Author is no expert on roommates
by Joe Jervis
Future staff

·

How To Get a Great Roommate, by Scott Orbach is just
no fun. Right off the bat, you
have to be suspicious of a
book about finding great
roommates when the dedication is to the author's
previous 25 roommates. That
means that either the guy is
just such a creep that no one
can stand to stay with him, or
he is so incredibly picky
about the personal habits of
his roommates that he chucked them all out.
Orbach turns a subject
which could be contained in a
medium length newspaper or
magazine article into ·an
almost 200 page diatribe. He
lists exactly 130 questions to
ask a potential roommate, for
example: "When was the last
time you replaced your
shower curtain?," or "Do you

Would you want this guy to
be your roommate?
use any odor-causing
medicines?''
Most of the questions are
reasonable, but very few people would be willing to sit
through the third degree that
Orbach advocates. I mean,

what would you think if a
roommate-to-be asked you
"Do you live for your own rational self-interest and happiness, or do you live for
.others and place them a hove
yourself?'' Sounds like a fun
person to live with, huh?
Much of the book <leals not
with the aspects of getting a
roommate, but actually the
day to day problems of living
with one. Chapters deal with
where to live, what to spend,
zoning laws, cleaning
schedules and budgeting.
How to Get a Great Roommate is written in an easy conversational style, but it really
tells you more than you want
to know about the subject
and becomes tedious. Anyone
who has had 25 roommates
should know enough to write
a book about it, but most of
us only need to go through
two or three before we get the
knack of it.

Page 10
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We Do More
Than Keep The Books
AT YOUR LIBRARY

"WE CAN'T LET BRIGHT YOUNG MINDS
SLIP THROUGH OUR FINGERS:'

- Dave Winfie ld

Mess--trom page 9
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do anything, so the next day I
called the Education depart~
ment, home of the typing
~
courses. Naturally, the in~
structor was out of town until
~ April 22. So I called the
8 registrar's office. A clerk
/
8 there confirmed that I was
Sr.rvin9 the Illustrator, Oes:grrnr, Fine Artist Photographer, 8
n not supposed to be billed for
Draftsman, Architect, Engineer, Calligrapher, and Sign Painter ~ credit-by-examination. She
~ couldn't help me, though. In~ stead, I needed to talk to
K another clerk, who would not
~ be available until after noon.
g So; the typing instructor
~ had not misinformed me. In~
stead, some underpaid minion
·o
0 had fed the wrong informa~ tion into a steaming.
~ belching, snorting computer

§
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threatening notices, and had
the instructor sign it in blood.
But he looked so trustworthy,
and I was so confident that
my luck would hold out, that
I neglected this important
precaution.
It was too late in the day to

Q
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1984 Nissan MPG.
No other compact truck on the road today
gives you better gas mileage or more comfort. With our new Nissan
MPG you get three-across seating. Plus loads of hip, leg and head
room. Come in today and see for yourself. No one else will offer
yot; so much truck for so little.

With 5-speed. Remember, use the EPA estimated MPG for comparison.
Your actual mileage may differ depending on speed, weather and trip
leng th. Actual highway mileage will probably be less.

NORMAN BROTHERS DATSUN
1983 N. SEMORAN BLVD
BETWEEN COLONIAL & UNIVERSITY BLVD.
OPEN MON.-FRI. 8:30-9:00
SAT. 9:00-6:00

l657·95oo I

PLUS

NOW

8.8o/o APR
FINANCING
ON ALL NEW
TRUCKS

COMEAl/VE, COMEANDORIVE7111lll

MAJOR MOHOIVFROMIV/SSA/V

which
h ad
munched
thoughtfully, suffered data
indigestion, and spat out my
name with the directive, "Bring her back alive, with
checkbook in hand.''
I arrived at the registrar's
office at 1 p.m. only to find
that my clerk was at luncp until 2 p.m. Okay, one thing I
had learned from college life
was patience, and that patience often pays off. In this
case, it certainly did. The
clerk I was awaiting returned
early, attending to my problem immediately and deftly.
She checked her computer
screen and discovered that
the extra typing class had indeed been added to my
schedule. She made a phone
call and learned that my
credit-by-exam information
had been processed so late in
the semester that my name
did not make the "fee exception report." So, I was no exception when it came time to
assess additional fees.
In a matter of minutes a
new copy of my schedule, indicating no charge for that
troublesome typing course
was ascending from the depths of the printer. She ripped
it off, handed it to me, and
sent me to the student accounts office. There, another
clerk efficiently relieved me of
the schedule ("Should I have
made a copy?'' I wondered)
and as·sured me that there
would be no hold on my
grades. I would be allowed to
graduate.
As I left the office, I felt a
sense of pride and accomp lis hmen t.
The
Bureaucratic Beast had taken
a swipe at me, but I had
emerged unscathed. I had
paid my dues to the system,
after escaping the notice of .
anyone in power at UCF. Now
J could proudly join the ranks
of UCF alumni who had endured the trials of erroneous
ad vi semen t, unrecorded
grades, lost trancripts, bungled health forms, and unpaid
fees. I knew that I could
graduate on April 27 confident in the knowledge that I
had truly earned my degree.
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far one of the most interesting pieces, creating a
dark, moody atmosphere with
stark indifferent strikes of
lightning adding an appropriate touch.
Winston's final selection
was "Variations on Canon in
D'' by Pachelbel which is a
beautiful classical piano piece
many might recognize from
the film ''Ordinary People''.
This piece is beautiful yet tortured, majestic yet simplistic,
and Winston conveyed all the

proper feeling and depth of
this piece.
At the beginning of nearly
every piece he performed, he
usually credited another artist as being an influence on
Winston's work. Perhaps influence is the best word to
describe Winston's playing.
It doesn't jump out at you,
but it creates an atmosphere
of influence.
Winston is certainly a
change of pace from the

typical pianist. He was very
. candid with the audience and
wore blue jeans and a blue
flannel shirt, bringing a warm
atmosphere to the concert. He
played piano without any
shoes on, just a pair of blue
socks. To many, this is breaking the norm, but Winston brings piano music to the
masses thrc igh creating atmosphere and focusing on
personal experiences. His
talent is unquestionable.

Help our lhe money Whether I'm to be
colleges.cope yo~·ve
or not to be.
•th
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-William Shakespeare
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• LIFE • BUSINESS
~
~
CALL FOR QUOTES 2
Z2991 Alafaya Trail
3
~P.O. BOX 999
. Phone2
l Oviedo, F~ -32765 365-2999 3
~
2 mile.s from UCF
2

. .

@I~ If you never

heard of VISTA,
its because you
never needed

·l

VISTA~~

Volunteers In Service To America
Call Toll Free: 800-424-8580

VISrA +i+
For 15 years.
making a good place heller.
A Public Service of This Newspaper

~
!

Ula ~

lDUlCI

• & The Advertising Council

Phone

3

L~--~~~~~

- James Earl Jones
There are 5,000 volunteers
working with urban and rural
poor, helping them solve their
problems. Happy- Birthday,
VISTA. You've grown up to
become a working part
of America.
·

BUENA VISTA

New Duplex Villas
• 2 & 3 bedroom plans in the SSO's
• in the City of Oviedo-5 miles to UCF.

PALACE

0

Phone: '- (305) 365-4927
In the Walt Disney World Village Hotel Plaza

GMAC
and
DON MEALEY
CHEVROLET
deliver

CAREER OPPORTUNITY

-

SPECIAL
GRADUATE FINANCING
.
.
.

SUPERVISOR
FOOD&
BEVERAGE

..

Monte Carlo Landau Sport Coupe

camaro Z28

WE OFFER:

Chevelle CS Hatchback Coupe

Citation X-11 Model (Notchback)

Cavalier Type 1O Coupe

We are an 870-roorn resort hotel offering a career
opportunity in the Food and Beverage field. We
welcome all degree candidates to apply for our entry level supervi,5ory position. Experience in Food
and Beverage preferred

• No pr~vious cr~dit necessary
• Minimum down payment
• Lowest GMAC interest rate

•FREE DENTAL, MEDICAL AND LIFE
INSURANCE
• COMP.ETITIVE SALARIES
• EXCELLENT WORK ENVIRONMENT
• OPPORTUNITY TO DEVELOP
MANAGEMENT SKILLS
• PENSION/SAVINGS PLAN
•FREE MEALS

(Please bring a copy of your diploma with you)

LIMITED OFFER

Interested candidates may send· resume or apply in
person at our employment office Monday through
Friday from 1Oa.m.-4p.m. Position available requires flexibility in working days and shifts.

DON MEALEY CHEVROLET

3707 West Colonial Drive, Orlando 32808

(305) 295-7000

Lake Buena Vista, Florida 32803 • (305) 827-2727
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u e-Sit For Your Fol
Help your ·parents earn while you learnl
SUSSEX:P~CE
2 bedrooms,
2 baths

$48,900.
Sussex Place offers the exciting, carefree lifestyle you've been looking for in an all-new community! Our spacious 2 and 3 bedroom townhome
villas feature spacious designs and a long list of
popular appointments ... it's the ideal setting to
entertain friends or to relax after a long day's studies. And best of all, at Sussex Place you don't throw
away rer.t while you're in school. You and your
family take advantage of growing home equity
and all the benefits of home ownership.
Sussex Place is conveniently located off Alafaya
Trail .. , UCF is less than 3 minutes away! Excellent
shopping centers, entertainment, and major
areas of employment and study are nearby. Fast
access to the East-West Expressway makes all of
Central Florida convenient to·you. Take Highway
50 east and be at the beach in about a half-hour!
Experience the exciting, very affordable lifestyle
waiting for you at Sussex Place ... it's The Right Stuff!

s325*
PER MONTH
Own the··new home you want- at a
remarkably affordable price with low
monthly financing tailored for you I

OPEN DAILY
10AM.

ANOTHER FINE COMMUNITY BY
RESIDENTIAL
COMMUNITIES
OF!j\MERICA*

305/281-6393
Ya mile east of
Alafaya Trail
on Highway 50

f

"$48,900 sole price. $46.450 mortgage amount Based
on 7'Y?% convent1onol 30-year financing. 13% AP.R Interest rotes subject to change without notice Full details
at our soles center.

EQUAL HOUSING

OPPORTUNITY

Colonial Dr.

Curry Ford Rd.

